Application of high content biology to yield quantitative spatial proteomic information on protein acetylations.
High content analysis (HCA; also referred to as high content biology) is a quantitative, automated, medium-throughput microscopy approach whereby cell images are segmented into relevant compartments (nuclei, cytoplasm) and the staining in each compartment quantified by computer algorithms. The extraction of quantitative information from the cell image generates a wealth of data which contributes significantly to the acceleration of drug discovery and biological research. Here we have adapted HCA to analyze protein acetylations in the cytoskeleton. This approach yields associative information on the link between acetylation and cytoskeletal organization. The protocol also describes optimization steps for cytoskeletal analysis and its application across different cell types, and HCA platforms. The methods described herein are readily adaptable to non-cytoskeletal acetylations and have been applied to the analysis of transcription factors.